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un................ re................

dis................ pre................

anti................ il................

non................ im................

irr  ................ uni................

de................ tri................

pro................ post................

in................ mis................

not again

not, without

opposite of, not before

opposing, against not

not, into

not one

off, down three

for, forward after

not wrongly
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Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "ANTI" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

ANTI -

the direct opposite, a sharp contrast

mass consisting of antiparticles of normal s
ubstances

a strong dislike or hostile feeling towards

(opposing
(against)

having a disappointing ending

a cure or remedy.  that which stops or controls 
the effects of a poison

unfriendly, not enjoying the company 
of others

a substance that prevents infection

a drug that reduces swelling or inflammation

https://quizlet.com/133298917/anti-flash-cards/


"ANTI" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "anti." 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix " " and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

https://quizlet.com/572413793/de-flash-cards/


"DE" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "de". 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "RE" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

DIS -

to let down someone who had hopes for you

to throw away, reject

a horrible act in the eyes of others

(opposite of)
(not)

to oppose the opinion of another

to not be visible, to go away

not active, not fully healthy physically 
or mentally

to not be truthful

to not believe

https://quizlet.com/146480794/dis-flash-cards/


"DIS" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "dis. 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "IL" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

IL -

not allowed by law

difficult or impossible to read

unable to read or write

(not)

without reason or logic

not correct advice, not advised

infinite, without limits, boundless 

not true in the eyes of the law. ex. a son

not permitted, not legal

https://quizlet.com/133298917/anti-flash-cards/


"IL" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "il" 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "IN" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

IN

priceless, very important

to allow to join, to make belong

free, not reliant on anyone or thing

(not)

to create a new thing

not finished, not done yet

casual, relaxed. like an event or clothes

crazy, strange, not of the norm

can't be broken up or divided

https://quizlet.com/572411254/in-flash-cards/?new


"IN" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "in" 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "IRR" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

IRR -

incompatible; not able to be resolved

 not straight, not at regular times

not able to change back to a former state; 
impossible to revert back

(not)

impossible to disprove; beyond argument

not reliable; untrustworthy; not 
answering for one's actions

easily annoyed and bothered

unreasonable, not logical, absurd

without a substitute, invaluable, can't be 
replaced

https://quizlet.com/573356999/irr-flash-cards


"IRR" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "irr" 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "MIS" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

MIS -

taking or using  in a way that is not 
intended

a measure taken in advance to prevent 
harm

to spell a word the wrong way

(wrongly)

to think the wrong thing about what 
was communicated

bad luck.  trouble

to act toward someone badly

to misinterpret a situation

to make a wrong or unfair decision

https://quizlet.com/274673756/mis-flash-cards/


"MIS" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "mis". 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "NON" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

NON -

of little importance; ridiculous; unimportant

 not in the business to make a money; 
for charity

not present or real; not existing

(not)
(without)

without ceasing, 24/7

a surface (especially cooking) 
where nothing sticks. 

when one statement isn't logically 
connected to another

someone who does not use cigarettes or cigars

writing that tells about real people, places, 
and events

https://quizlet.com/573353052/non-flash-cards/?new


"NON" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "non" 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "POST" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

POST -

to write on something, usually a check, a 
day that comes after the time it is written

a person who takes a college class after 
he or she has already graduated

given after death, usually an award

(after)

a comment, note, or thought written after 
the letter is finished; p.s.

the editing that is done after the movie, 
film, or video has been taped

to do something at a time or date after it 
was originally planned

occurring or done after death; usually related 
to an examination of the body after it is dead

taking place after noon; p.m.

https://quizlet.com/572409937/post-flash-cards


Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "post". 

SENTENCES
"POST" WORDS

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "PRE" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

PRE -

to come before something else in time, 
order or rank

a measure taken in advance to prevent 
harm

to authorize or give permission in advance

(before)

a syllable or word that comes before a 
root word to change its meaning

to say that something will happen 
before it does in the future

to pay for something before it needs to 
be paid in full

to look at or see something before someone 
else or in part

to make a decision before
 you have all the facts

https://quizlet.com/572390853/pre-flash-cards/


"PRE" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "pre". 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "PRO" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

PRO

abundantly; generously, in a large degree

lengthen an event in time

to delay, to put off until later

(for)

a natural ability, tendency 
of a person

to go ahead, to advance, go forward

for the public good, for free

one who is an expert, top in their field

not allowed, forbidden

(forward)

https://quizlet.com/286130062/pro-prefix-flash-cards/


"PRO" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "pro" 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "RE" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

RE -

to go back, send back

to give or spend money again

say what happened again

(again)

to show up again. to enter the scene again

make new music from old

to back up a video or a recording

to organize your suitcase a second time

a show that plays again on TV

https://quizlet.com/572385722/words-with-the-suffix-re-flash-cards/


"RE" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "re". 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "TRI" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

TRI -

can speak 3 different languages

muscles on the back of the upper arm

a 3 sided figure

(one)

a sport consisting of a swim, 
a bike and a run

a group of 3 people

a bike with three wheels

a series of 3. Like movies, books ...

a three-footed stand often used to
 balance a camera

(singular)

https://quizlet.com/172178824/tri-flash-cards/


"TRI" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "tri" 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "UN" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

UN -

free to use and open - like  a phone

not right or just

not in a good mood or smiling

(not)

to think the wrong thing about what 
was communicated

not ordinary, uncommon

an event you didn't think would happen

not nice, not a kind person

not a good result

https://quizlet.com/113173892/words-with-un-flash-cards/


"UN" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "un". 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "UNDER" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

UNDER

third world. without basic services.

a road which crosses under another road

clothes worn under other clothes

(less)

beneath the surface of a lake or ocean

not legally old enough

stressed, required to do with a deadline

not used often or enough

stressed, required to do with a deadline

https://quizlet.com/573379351/under-flash-cards


"UNDER" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "under" 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Prefix:
DATE

Write in the word that starts with the prefix "UNI" and match
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

UNI -

a one-wheeled  bike

a horse like animal that has one horn

to join together into one group

(one)

moving in only one direction

saying the same words or sounds at 
the same time. in ........

something that is one sided

one of a kind; unusual or rare

having only one cell

(singular)

https://quizlet.com/572415917/uni-flash-cards/


"UNI" WORDS 

Write a sentence for each of the words using the prefix "uni" 

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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